
Sally Morgan
Secret Spirit 

No one knows more about the secrets of the spirit world and the hidden 
energy that it holds than Britain's favourite psychic Sally Morgan. And now, 
for the first time, she shares her knowledge with you. 
Secret Spirit is Sally's ground-breaking guide to the power of spirit and how to harness 
it to improve life, love, health and happiness. She explores the world of spirit, dabbles 
with the dead and explains how we are all connected to a higher energy that we can 
plug in to in times of need. She investigates love and loss, recounting some of her most 
powerful, heart-breaking psychic encounters and reveals how everyone can use their 
own spiritual capital for better living. At a time when the world craves healing, Sally 
takes the reader on a journey of discovery to connect with the ancient power of spirit 
that resides in us all. Drawing on her own amazing encounters with the world of spirit 
and peppered with anecdotes about her crazy showbiz psychic life, Secret Spirit lifts the 
veil on life and death and positive spirit power. Sally recounts some of the emotional 
real-life readings she has had with the spirit world and uses these to tell the hidden 
story of spirit, providing advice, practical guidance and hope. 
Part memoir, part self-help guide, this fascinating book takes the reader through the 
history of spirituality, what it means in the world and how Sally's version for the modern 
age can be harnessed in the personal space. Secret Spirit is an uplifting book about 
hope and happiness, that deals with the dead as well as a brighter way of living – and 
is told in Sally's inimitable, lovable, no-nonsense style.
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Suzanne Walsh
Vow Of Silence  
A convent children's home run by monsters. A heartbreaking 
family secret that haunted us for 50 years.
Suzanne Walsh was a survivor. She suffered five heart attacks and made it through 
open heart surgery. But even that pales in comparison to the horrors she faced as a 
young girl.
Her childhood became the 'stuff of nightmares' after her father passed away and her 
mother, unable to get a job in Ireland, had to seek work in London. So 'Mammy' was 
forced into the heartbreaking decision to put Suzanne and her five siblings into church-
run orphanages in Dublin while she worked away. It was just meant to be temporary.
Her life soon became a daily struggle to avoid beatings with canes and rosary beads. 
Suzanne and the other children worked from dawn until midnight, living on disgusting 
scraps of food, while the nuns dined on fresh fruit, meat and cakes that the 'orphans' 
had cooked for them. Suzanne tried her best to shield her younger sisters from the 
terror of these hateful 'women of God'. But it was only the beginning of their troubles...
Eventually, their mother returned from London, after four years, with enough money 
to take her children out and the family was reunited. However, too scared to speak 
out, the children vowed to take the horrors they had experienced at the orphanages 
to their graves.
What really happened behind those church doors? This is Suzanne's heartbreaking and 
touching story.
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Norman Buckland with Anthony Thomas & Lee Wortley
The New Guv'nor  
Stormin' Norman Buckland

Picture a man, he's tall, not excessively so, yet as wide as he is high. This man is 
a spitting and growling street brawler; a tank full of ready to blow, muscle-fuelled 
aggression. Imagine, if you will, the comic book style Bulldog of Great British stamp. 
Well, there you have him! The prototypical face taken from the terraces of an '80s 
football fan's rolled-up newspaper cosh; a poster-boy of malevolence left over from 
Thatcher's post-punk Britain.
Stormin' Norman's his name and when this storm is erupting, he's like a force-nine gale 
fused with a hurricane. In his heyday, Norman saw off a plethora of gangland minders, 
and with his own style of hands-on education, taught Glasgow's prolific hitman, Billy 
McPhee, the laws of the Guv'nor's land.
He's the Godfather of Aylesbury, former British Bare-Knuckle Champion, and 
undefeated European Boxing Federation 'Guv'nor'. The loveable lunatic with the heart 
of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. Yes, this my accidental friends, is the new Guv'nor. He is the 
man who rebuked many a heathen, but was also everyone's friend, and for all the right 
reasons. So, settle in with your favourite tipple, and let us regale you with a lifetime 
of fronting the doors, serving at Her Majesty's pleasure, righting wrongs, and brutal 
bare-knuckle tear-ups.
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